CIS 490/590
Topics for Final Projects: Here are some general areas for a case study

Government and censorship:
  Great Firewall of China
  Iran
  US

Political Activism and Internet (email, web, twitter)
  Arab Spring
  Occupy Movement in US
  US presidential campaigns & political party
  WikiLeaks

Government and spying:
  Video cameras and other environmental sensors (student at Rutgers)

Robots:
  Who’s responsible if a robot harms or kills you?

Privacy:
  Profile of a particular company’s policy and actions: Google, Facebook, Apple
  What happens to your personal data on social networks when you die?

Free Expression
  CyberBullying

Design of Internet
  SDN: Technology to increase privacy and protect against identity theft,
  prevent piracy of intellectual property

Identity Theft
  Case study of a person who has had identity stolen and trying to get it back

Intellectual Property
  Develop a case for Apple vs. Samsung